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Gypsetters are artists, designers, and bon vivants who live and work around the globe. Wanderlust

meets the height of sophistication as New York Times journalist Julia Chaplin explores the

unconventional lives of these high-low cultural nomads and the bohemian enclaves they inhabit. In

addition to Jade Jagger, Damien Hirst, and Alice Temperly, the Gypsetters' counterculture

forebears, including the Victorian explorers, the Lost Generation, the Beatniks, and the hippies, are

all profiled.
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Wanted to love this book, read through it hoping it wouldn't disappoint, finished the book wishing it

was better. I love the idea of the bohemian luxury adventure life. The author did excel at highlighting

iconic figures that have shaped the gypset image. However, the people she selected from the

present to represent current gypsetters seemed nothing more than spoiled trust-fund babies who

like to party. I was hoping to learn of artists who broke out of middle America and found themselves

on an adventure of a lifetime paved by their artistry, bravado and luck. In the end it just seemed like

the book highlighted a lot of rich people who like to do drugs. Such a disappointment.

I love the idea of this book and the author chose some interesting people to interview. However, this

book majorly lacked pictures! I want to see more of the subject's lives and interiors. FYI- there is

only one picture per subject (sometimes 2) and mostly exterior shots at that.



So overall I like this book. I am giving it 3 stars because some of the photos are terrible quality

(pixelated to a point that I don't know how it made it past the editor's desk. Especially the two page

spread of a waterfall shot) so if you are forgiving of this it's not bad... I did find it inspiring and mostly

I bought it because I idealize the lifestyle some of these people have. Writing, and overall quality is

hit and miss as you go through the book.

I was underwhelmed with the content of this book. If I had to point out one good thing about the

book it is that they used a still photograph of the movie MORE and it caused me to search out that

movie and so I guess that is the one positive thing about this book that I can pass on.

I'm so disappointed with this purchase. Not a lot of pictures, and the bigger pictures that are

included in this are soooo pixelated, I thought I perhaps bought a "bootleg" copy.I was hoping this

would have pictures of the gypset/boho style- outfits of people- but that's not what this book is about

at all.I bummed, because I ordered all three books in the series and haven't received the other two

yet. Hoping they are a lot better then Style is.

I love all the Gypset books - this boho, glam style is fun and inspirational. Nice pics and interesting

tidbits, plus they look great on your Moroccan coffee table in your hippie-chic cabin... They also

have a three-book boxed set that makes a great gift.

Interesting perspective on how the world has progressed through the ages and the modern

interpretation of a hippie. Worth owning just wish it had more Gypsetters and their homes and way

of life other than just 3 or 4 and a lot of history in perspective.

Received Book Today Perfect Ketrina & my project ! I was hanging out what Bohememn's off & on

fom 1965 until 1970 & I worked for Hundreds of the Jet Set !Thanks,Rollin Ressegieu
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